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Understanding Germany 

 
The rewards of prudence: a last golden decade ahead 
Germany is working again: After four decades of rising unemployment, Germany has 
got its major problem under control: the labour market. Reaping the rewards of austerity 
and reforms, Germany can now look forward to a golden decade of comparative 
strength with more growth, less unemployment, a healthy budget and more fun for its 
consumers. 

Germany matters. Due to its renewed vigour, Germany is resuming its traditional role 
as the economic powerhouse of Europe. And despite the impressive rise of China and 
amid unprecedented policy efforts to boost US aggregate demand, the European Union 
still remains the single biggest economy in the world. In the wake of the Great Debt 
Crisis, German ideas of private and public prudence carry new clout. 

But the new strength may well be the swan song of German economic might. With its 
low birth rate and its patchy record of integrating immigrants, Germany would need 
further serious changes to make its momentum last. Unfortunately, the political 
pendulum has already started to swing back from reform to paralysis or worse. The 
golden decade now may still give way to genteel decline again in 5 to 10 years. 

Germany is different. It combines the most open manufacturing sector with one of the 
most rigid labour markets in the Western world. Germany’s top-end manufacturers are 
highly competitive. They have learned to adjust to all challenges with ruthless efficiency. 
The question for Germany is whether, upon doing so, its companies create or shed jobs 
at home. 

A simple balance holds the key to understanding German economic trends. Does it pay 
for companies to employ more workers in Germany despite its inflexible labour market? 
An excessive surge in labour costs after unification had turned Germany into a net 
exporter of jobs and earned it the label of “sick man of Europe” by the late 1990s. From 
2003 to 2007, Germany corrected its post-unification excesses the hard way. The 
austerity cure has worked. Unemployment is now falling rapidly on trend (see Chart 1).  

Outside observers often ask Germany to artificially boost demand. Experience has 
shown that this could be a severe mistake. Such policies don’t work in Germany. Due to 
its rigid and asymmetric labour market, expansionary demand policies usually end up in 
excessive wage inflation that can only be reversed at great costs in terms of higher 
unemployment, lower output and a major fiscal drag thereafter. For Germany, the cost-
benefit analysis of short-term deficit spending differs from what it may be for countries 
with a flexible labour market. 

Germany’s recent return to health has not come at the expense of its trading partners. 
The widespread perception of a German “beggar-thy-neighbour” strategy of stealing 
market share misses the point. If Germany had not managed to turn its labour market 
around, it might now have 6 million rather than just above 3 million unemployed. 
Would that really be better for its neighbours, for whom Germany is by far their biggest 
external market?  

Germany has shown that countries can correct deep-seated domestic distortions 
within monetary union. The more other problem countries follow suit and unlock their 
own potential, the better the prospects for overall growth in Europe. 

The surge in Germany’s current account surplus to a peak of 7.6% of GDP in 2007 was 
a temporary by-product of exceptional German austerity and an equally unusual credit 
binge abroad. Both are over. With impeccable timing, German austerity ended just 
when the consumer party in many other Western countries gave way to a protracted 
hangover. Germany’s current account surplus looks set to gradually return to its long-
term average of less than 2% of GDP later this decade.  

Chart 1: German unemployment rate –  
the dismal trend has finally turned 
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I. The German story: the labour market is key 

 
Germany matters  
Despite the impressive rise of China and amid unprecedented policy efforts 
to boost US aggregate demand, the European Union still remains the single 
biggest economy in the world. And within Europe, no country comes close to 
the economic clout of Germany.  

Until recently, German ideas of public and private prudence were the butt of 
Wall Street jokes. As the Western world grapples with its worst debt crisis 
ever, this is no longer the case. Instead, Germany’s combination of a well-
targeted crisis response with a balanced-budget amendment to its 
constitution has set an example well beyond Europe. Just as the Bundesbank 
had long defined the benchmark for best-practice monetary policies, markets 
are rewarding Germany for its fiscal stance with extremely low yields for its 
benchmark bonds.  

Of course, Germany is a mature and aging society. Its story cannot be as 
exciting as that of any young and hungry tiger. However, the way in which 
Germany copes with the challenges of a new global economic and financial 
order still promises to have a profound impact on world markets for decades 
to come.  

Observers of the German economy often focus on apparent short-term 
imbalances between demand and supply, including those that show up in the 
current account. These analyses usually miss the point: for Germany, the 
longer-term trends in its labour market matter much more than short-term 
notions of any fleeting and ill-defined output gap. 

This report takes a more comprehensive look. We assess Germany’s economic 
prospects from the vantage point of the country’s experience since the end of 
World War II. The closer look at history also serves to better understand the 
motives and attitudes of German policy makers that are shaped by their 
perception of this history. 

Germany is different 
Germany combines the most open manufacturing sector with one of the most 
rigid labour markets of the major countries in the Western world. In its 
2010/2011 Global Competitiveness Report, the World Economic Forum 
ranked Germany as #3 out of 139 countries for business sophistication – but 
only #126 for labour market efficiency. Within the labour market category, 
Germany came #98 for its high redundancy costs, #108 for the rigidity of 
employment, and #136 for the flexibility of wage determination.   

The marked contrast between efficient companies and a rigid labour market 
is a defining feature of the German economy. Neglecting it implies a sever 
risk of getting the analysis, forecasts and policy prescriptions for Germany 
wrong. 
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For Germany’s export-oriented companies, competitiveness in the traditional 
sense is rarely a serious problem. Whipped into shape by six decades of 
almost unfettered global competition, Germany’s top-end manufacturers are 
world leaders in exploiting their niches and slashing costs if need be. 
Whatever the problem thrown at them, they adjust with such ruthless 
efficiency so that they can soon take on any global competitor again. The 
question for Germany as a country is whether, upon doing so, its 
companies create or shed jobs at home. 

Does it pay to hire – or are companies forced to fire? 
A simple balance holds the key to understanding Germany’s economic 
trends. Does it pay for companies to employ more workers in Germany 
despite its rigid labour market? When the balance between what companies 
can afford and what they have to pay for German workers is favourable, that 
is when modest rises in wages and other labour costs leave ample room for 
profits and investment, the economy musters impressive rates of growth 
shortly afterwards, even seemingly miraculous ones such as those in the 
1950s and 1960s. But when wage rises seriously exceed the leeway given by 
productivity trends and other cost factors such as oil prices, payroll taxes and 
regulations, the trend rate of growth slows down and mass unemployment 
rears its costly head.  

Germany’s rigid labour market begets a dangerous asymmetry. It is much 
easier for German unions to push through major wage increases when times 
are good than to accept real wage cuts when times are bad. Times of seriously 
excessive wage inflation were usually brief, 1968-1974 and 1989-1992. But in 
both cases, it took Germany 15 years of relative misery thereafter to correct 
the excesses. Except for a brief respite at the end of the 1980s, Germany has 
fallen ever shorter of realising its potential for almost 40 years, that is from 
the early 1970s to 2007. It only turned the corner in 2008. 

Because of its paramount importance, we need to look more closely at the 
balance of costs and productivity. For a country with few natural resources 
beyond the ingenuity of its people, labour is by far the most important 
domestic factor of production, tied much more closely to the land than 
fleeting capital could ever be. The scope for wage increases is given by gains 
in productivity and changes in other cost factors such as payroll taxes and 
regulations as well as oil prices and other determinants of the terms of trade. 
If labour does not fully exhaust the current scope for wage increases given by 
these factors, profits, investment, employment and economic growth tend to 
improve. In a way, workers can invest into their own future through wage 
moderation today.  

But if wage increases exceed the given scope, profits, investment and 
employment turn south, taking the overall economy down with them after a 
while. And the more burdens the government places on companies through 
regulations and payroll taxes, the lower is the resulting scope for the gains in 
real wages that do not put jobs at risk.  

Feedback loops tend to accentuate such trends for a while, on the way up as 
well as on the way down. When wage gains lag behind productivity, the 
resulting rise in investment tends to raise productivity even further, making 
it easier for companies to meet rising wage demands thereafter. Also, low 
unemployment reduces the need to pay unemployment and other welfare 
benefits, creating room for cuts in the payroll taxes that fund the social 
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security system. Success begets success until it hits a bottleneck.  

But when wage costs soar beyond the scope given by productivity increases, 
the resulting rise in unemployment leads to many social ills including a need 
for higher taxes to pay for the unemployed. Higher taxes, in turn, reduce the 
take-home pay of workers and the profits of companies at the same time. This 
exacerbates distributional conflicts, causing a further decline in investment 
and income. Eventually, the situation gets so bad that the self-correcting 
mechanisms of markets and the body politic finally start to set in within a 
heavily regulated market, as they did in 2003-2007.   

Beyond wage inflation 
Changes in outright wage inflation are not always the main mover in the 
labour market. Instead, unexpected advances in productivity caused, for 
instance, by a courageous liberalisation of product markets (such as in the 
1950s), or unexpected increases in non-wage costs such as oil prices (1973 and 
1979) and/or simple policy mistakes (early and late 1970s; late 1980s, early 
1990s) can unsettle the balance between productivity and wage costs. But 
whatever the trigger of any disequilibrium, the balance – or lack thereof – 
between what companies can bear without a hit to profits and employment 
and what they have to pay their workers tends to turn into the prime mover 
of German economic trends beyond the short-term business cycle.   

Note that observed productivity gains are an imperfect gauge of what the 
economy can afford. They are the result of market processes. Companies react 
to excessive costs of employing workers at home by cutting jobs and/or by 
shifting them abroad. If companies dismiss their least productive workers, 
average labour productivity rises. For example, German real unit labour costs 
fell modestly in 1974-1980 after surging dramatically in the years before 
(Table 1). However, this apparent return to a better balance between wages 
and productivity reflected merely an artificial increase in average 
productivity as companies dismissed their least productive workers on a 
large scale amid a general dearth in business investment. The small decline in 
unit labour costs was not underpinned by any serious moderation in wage 
settlements that would have allowed a higher level of overall employment.  
 
Table 1: Wages, Productivity and Labour Costs 1950-89 

1950-60 1960-69 1969-74  1974-80 1980-89
Wages 7.9 7.8 11.8 6.3 3.3
Productivity 5.7 4.4 2.7 2.3 1.6
Prices 3.0 3.3 6.9 4.4 2.8
Real Labour Costs -0.9 0.0 1.6 -0.5 -1.0  

Average annual rate of change in %; whole economy, West Germany only; prices: value added deflator. 
Source: Giersch/Paqué/Schmieding 1992 
 
A diagnosis of excessive wage inflation does not necessarily mean that those 
workers who have a job are enjoying too much spending power. Sometimes, 
higher wage inflation may merely offset rises in payroll taxes and other taxes. 
To some extent, this was the case after German unification in 1990. Chart 2 
shows the rising share of government-administered social expenditure in 
German GDP. Almost 90% of social expenditure is financed in a way which 
creates a wedge between what companies have to pay for labour and the 
inflation-adjusted take-home pay of workers. As the social budget has 
expanded on trend, this wedge has grown. Ultimately, German workers pay 
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for the extensive welfare state – and for the comfort which the system 
provides – either through lower take-home wages.  If they resist the hit to 
their take-home wages caused by the need to finance higher social transfers 
and try to get offsetting increases in their nominal wages, the resulting rise in 
labour costs form companies curtails their employment prospects. 

Also, the balance between what companies can afford and what they have to 
pay for labour is heavily affected by regulations. Labour market rigidities 
raise the costs of employing people. They can best be understood as a tax on 
labour, payable by employers but ultimately borne by people who find it 
more difficult to get a well-paying job, or a job at all. If wage restraint gives 
employers leeway to bear the costs of regulation, a rigid labour market need 
not be a major drag on employment and GDP growth. But whenever workers 
do not offset the costs of regulations by accepting correspondingly lower 
wages, employment and economic growth suffer after a while. 

The ultimate proof is in the labour market rather than in observed changes 
in labour productivity: do the observed trends in wages, non-wage costs and 
productivity prevent or promote full employment? Do they or don’t they 
allow the economy to fully utilise its paramount resource, namely its people?  

Most observers of Germany analyse apparent short-term imbalances between 
demand and supply. For countries such as the US, where a largely 
deregulated labour market tends to return to balance after a short while 
anyway, this can make sense. But for Germany with its rigid labour market, 
such a standard analysis usually misses the point. 

A root-and-branch deregulation of the German labour market would allow 
this market to eventually take care of itself, US-style. But short of such a 
utopia, the key policy issue for Germany has always been and still is whether 
or not it can create conditions that allow it to better utilise its human capital 
despite its labour market rigidities – and do so in the face of whatever 
challenges its companies have to face. 

An excessive surge in costs after unification had turned Germany into a net 
exporter of jobs and earned it the label of “sick man of Europe” by the late 
1990s. However, Germany managed to correct its post-unification excesses 
and turn its fate around in the five years after 2002. Germany and Europe 
have started to reap the rewards of these supply-side successes. They will 
likely do so for years to come amid the usual cyclical fluctuations in demand 
growth. 

To back up our key themes, we first present stylised facts (Chapter II) before 
we take a closer look at Germany’s post-war economic record (Chapter III). 
Thereafter, we discuss Germany’s economic outlook (Chapter VI) and the 
factors that have shaped the German preference for prudence (Chapter V). 
We conclude with some remarks on the European dimension (Chapter VI), 
the current account debate (Chapter VII) and the relevance of Germany’s 
dismal demographics on the growth outlook (Chapter VIII). We summarise 
our outlook in Chapter IX. 
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II. German economic trends: stylised facts1   

 

Economic growth 
Chart 3 shows German GDP growth since 1950. It sketches the picture of an 
economy that started as a boy wonder but turned gradually into the sick man 
of Europe thereafter. Immediately after a distinct West German economy 
emerged from the ashes of the much bigger German Reich with the economic 
reforms of June 1948, West Germany roared ahead with double-digit rates of 
growth. Thereafter, the country gradually lost its outstanding dynamism. 
Abstracting from cyclical fluctuations, the trend rate of growth declined 
continuously until the mid-1980s. Signs of a revival just ahead of German 
unification in 1990 gave way to renewed misery shortly thereafter, with 
average growth dropping to a mere 1.3% in the 10 years to 2005.  

Chart 3: From boy wonder to sick man of Europe: German GDP Growth 
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Source: Sachverständigenrat; own estimates for 2010-11. 
Annual changes in real GDP in %; West Germany only until 1991.  
 
Since then, Germany’s performance has been remarkable. Despite being the 
top exporter of manufactured goods in the world when Lehman struck in late 
2008, Germany braved the worst recession in global manufacturing in more 
than 60 years surprisingly well. Whether or not the rapid rebound of GDP in 
2010, probably close to 3.5%, is a one-off snap-back or a change in trend 
remains to be seen. The strong labour market performance suggests that it 
reflects a genuine change for the better. 

Table 2 puts the German record into international perspective. In the 1950s, 
West Germany significantly outclassed all other major industrial countries 
except Japan, which could tap a much larger catch-up potential as it started 
from a lower post-war base. In the period from 1960 to the first oil shock of 
1973, West Germany had already lost its leading edge. While all other major 
countries except Italy managed to improve their growth performance relative 
to the 1950s, the German growth rate almost halved. After the late 1950s, 
France usually outperformed its neighbour on the other side of the Rhine.  
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Table 2: From Leader to Laggard  
German Real GDP growth vs other major economies 

1950-60 1960-73    1973-80    1980-90 1990-2000 2000-08
Germany 8.2 4.4 2.2 2.3 2.1 1.2
France 4.6 5.6 2.8 2.4 2.0 1.7
Italy 5.6 5.3 2.8 2.4 1.6 0.9
United Kingdom 2.8 3.1 0.9 2.7 2.5 2.3
United States 3.3 4.0 2.1 3.2 3.4 2.2
Japan 8.8 9.6 3.7 4.6 1.2 1.2  
Source: OECD; Sachverständigenrat; Giersch, Paqué, Schmieding (1992) as quoted in footnote 1 
Average annual rate of growth in %, West Germany only until 1991.  
 
 

Labour market 
The labour market confirms the story of a miracle that eventually turned into 
a severe crisis. In the 1950s, the fast growing economy quickly absorbed the 
initial labour surplus (Chart 4). Throughout the 1960s and early 1970s, 
unemployment hovered around 1%, a feat usually described as 
overemployment. But thereafter, unemployment rose sharply in a ratchet-like 
fashion from business cycle to cycle. From 1967 to 2005, each cyclical peak in 
unemployment has been above the previous one.  

However, the trend turned after 2005. In the upswing of 2008, 
unemployment fell to 8.7%, well below the previous cyclical trough of 10.3% 
in 2001. And although Germany suffered its most severe recession in more 
than six decades in 2009, unemployment edged up merely to 9.1%, miles 
below the previous cyclical peak of 13% in 2005. Since then, it has fallen to an 
18-year low of 8.5% in September 2010. 

Chart 4: German unemployment rate 
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Focus on manufacturing 
Among the most distinctive features of the (West) German economy is its 
extraordinary openness to and dependence on the world market for 
manufactured goods. The ratio of merchandise exports to GDP has risen 
almost constantly over time, interrupted only by some setback from the mid-
1980s to the late 1990s (see Chart 5). It took China until 2009 to overtake 
Germany as the top exporter of manufactured goods in the world.  

In 1989, just ahead of unification, West German exports of goods and services 
stood at 35.4% of GDP, far above the comparable ratios for France (22.9%), 
Italy (19.0%), the UK (24.0%), Japan (14.3%) and the US (9.7%), surpassed 
only by much smaller countries such as Belgium (75.4%) which, because of 
the small domestic economy, engage more in cross-border exchanges.  

Current account 
Strong exports have been a major factor behind Germany’s famed current 
account surpluses, overcompensating a negative service balance that stems 
mostly from transfers and the ever-growing penchant of Germans to spend 
their lengthening holidays abroad. Current account deficits such as those 
following a currency revaluation of the early 1960s, the second oil shock of 
the late 1970s and the unification boom of 1990 have been the exception 
rather than the norm (Chart 6).  

The surge in the current account surplus to a record 7.6% in 2007 has been 
exceptional even by German standards. However, one third of that surge has 
been corrected already. 

The following chapter looks (1) at major factors that shaped the slowdown in 
(West) German growth from the initial post-war miracle (1948-1972) to near 
stagnation in the early 1980s and (2) at the legacy which unification and the 
country’s belated attempt to tackle the consequences of unification have left 
behind.  
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Chart 5:  Germany’s export machine Chart 6: Germany’s current account balance 
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III. Lessons from German economic history 

 
1948-1972: Anatomy of an economic miracle 
West Germany’s post-war economic misery ended on 20 June 1948 with the 
switch from the near-useless Reichsmark to the new Deutsche Mark (DM) 
and a wholesale abolition of economic planning and price controls. The shock 
treatment seemed to work miracles. On the morning after the reform, shops 
were suddenly full of goods. Producers and shopkeepers were willing to sell 
and workers were motivated to work in exchange for money instead of 
spending their time hunting for necessities on the black market. Production 
soared at an annualized rate of 137% in the first six months thereafter.  

In the initial years after the 1948, fast growth was comparatively easy. It was 
largely a speedy return to normality after a virtual collapse at the end of the 
war in 1945. The economic reforms of June 1948 allowed the favourable 
underlying conditions for rapid output growth, which had been suppressed 
by a lunatic economic regime until then, to come to the fore. Once it became 
profitable to do so in mid-1948, modest repair investment suffices to return 
major parts of the capital stock to use again. 

The real miracle set in when rapid growth went beyond mere reconstruction. 
Throughout the 1950s, growth continued almost unabated although previous 
levels of output and exports had long been surpassed. 

From 1950 to 1960, West Germany benefited from a 40% improvement in its 
terms of trade as the prices for its (mostly manufactured) exports rose much 
faster than the prices for its imports (often raw materials and semi-finished 
products). West German capital goods, the traditional mainstay of the 
country’s exports, were in particularly high demand in the period of global 
postwar investment growth.  

The divergence between export and import prices fed through into a 
remarkable gap between producer prices (including export goods) and 
consumer prices (including imported consumer goods). In line with the terms 
of trade, consumer prices in the 1950s rose on average 1.1 percentage points 
less per year than producer prices. Wage costs for firms (deflated by producer 
prices) thus lagged well behind the purchasing power of wages (deflated by 
consumer prices). 

Trade unions were neither weak nor docile. Average wages rose by 7.9% a 
year in nominal and by 6% in real terms between 1950 and 1960. But the 
concurrent increases in productivity and the improvement in the terms of 
trade more than compensated firms for this wage inflation. Unit labour costs, 
adjusted by the value-added deflator, decreased by an average of 0.9% per 
year (see Table 1 on page 3). That left firms ample leeway to finance 
investment and growth from buoyant profits. 

In the Bretton-Woods System of fixed exchange rates, West Germany’s 
comparatively restrictive macro policies contributed directly to the export 
boom. With less inflation than most other countries, West Germany gained 
market shares and earned huge surpluses on its external account. Alarmed 
that the corresponding inflow of foreign exchange reserves would fuel 
domestic inflation, West Germany turned into a pacemaker for trade 
liberalization from 1953 onwards. Effective tariff protection of West German 
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industry fell from 19.6% to 10.6% from 1951 to 1958, with investment goods 
being liberalised faster and more thoroughly than other products.  

The attempt to fight inflation by cutting tariffs on manufactured goods faster 
than its trading partners had a major lasting impact: far from harming the 
exposed industries for long, the gales of almost unfettered competition 
whipped them into shape much more than other sectors of the economy. 
Germany’s exceptional prowess in manufacturing, including its focus on 
machine tools and other capital goods, partly stems from this episode.  

All in all, West Germany enjoyed a virtuous circle in the 1950s. A wage 
policy which did not fully exploit the potential for immediate wage increases 
left room for more investment financed out of enterprise profits. Increases in 
capacity and productivity fed through into rising wages and falling 
unemployment at the same time. Stable prices promoted vigorous export 
growth at fixed exchange rates, unilateral liberalization exposed firms to 
healthy competition and enhanced the flexibility of the economy which, in 
turn, made the export machine even more formidable.  

Miracles don’t last forever. In the 1960s and early 1970s, West Germany still 
did very well. But it no longer outperformed France, which finally got round 
to the economic reforms needed to realise some of its own catch-up potential 
(see Table 2 on page 6). 

The creation of the European Economic Community in 1958 put an end to 
West Germany’s unilateral liberalization of merchandise trade. In the EEC 
customs union, the six members lifted their internal tariffs and harmonized 
their external trade regime over time. The stepwise abolition of internal trade 
barriers between 1959 and 1968 was beneficial for all members. However, it 
mattered much more for France than for Germany because France had been 
much more protectionist beforehand. And while the switch to a common 
external tariff substantially reduced the degree of protectionism for French 
industry, West Germany initially had to adjust its average tariffs upwards. 
West Germany gained a lot from the European common market. But it also 
lost its special status as a pacemaker for liberalization and growth. 

Also, Germany’s focus on manufacturing turned into a mixed blessing over 
time. In the 1950s and early 1960s, Germany’s strong industrial base – rooted 
in an efficiency enforced by global competition as well as in engineering 
traditions and an education system emphasising solid workmanship – may 
have been a major boon. But as industrial countries mature, the growth 
dynamics typically shift away from manufacturing towards modern services 
such as banking, insurance, consulting, transport, entertainment and 
research.  

Unlikely industry, Germany’s service sector has traditionally been heavily 
regulated and protected. Over time, Germany’s inefficient and costly services 
turned into a brake on overall growth. The high costs for many services also 
constrained the expansion of sectors that use these services as inputs and 
limited the potential for gains in private consumption. It took until the mid-
1980s before Germany, under a European drive to complete the internal 
market, got serious about exposing its service sectors to the kind of 
international competition which had forced its manufacturing industries to 
shape up in the 1950s already. For example, Germany relaxed its very 
restrictive shop opening hours only in the late 1980s. 
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1973-1989: causes of the slowdown 
Things started to go seriously wrong for West Germany’s erstwhile miracle 
economy in the wake of the first oil shock in 1973. While growth plunged, 
unemployment and inflation reached multi-decade highs. Attempts to correct 
the situation by activist demand management ended in tears. 

Three major distinct shocks paved the way towards economic misery instead.  

1) After a decade of apparent over-employment, wage inflation finally 
accelerated with a vengeance in the late 1960s. From 1969 to 1974, wages 
surged at an average annual rate of 11.8%. As productivity increases 
decelerated sharply at the same time to 2.7% from 4.4% in 1960-1969, 
wage costs soon overshot the margin compatible with full employment 
(see Table 1 on page 3). 

2) An expansionary social policy, partly a response to student unrest in 
1968 and reflecting the same global trend that had inspired President 
Johnson’s “Great Society” in the US, piled further costs onto producers, 
often in the form of higher payroll taxes. 

3) The two oil shocks of 1973 and 1979, jointly with rises in other raw 
material prices, raised costs for producers and curtailed the purchasing 
power of consumers at the same time. The negative terms-of-trade shock, 
that is the need to share a greater part of the domestically produced pie 
with the exporters of raw materials abroad, exacerbated the mounting 
distributional conflicts at home. 

Macroeconomic policy made the problems worse. First, in a vain attempt to 
re-instate some sort of fixed exchange rate regime after the end of Bretton-
Woods in early 1971, German monetary policy was far too loose in the boom 
period right ahead of the 1973 oil shock. The artificial stimulus encouraged 
trade unions to press further wage demands when companies could ill afford 
it. The wage revolution culminated in the 12% wage hikes in industry in 1973 
and the 11% settlement in the West German public sector in 1974 (“Kluncker-
round”, named after the then head of the public sector trade union).  

Second, failing to understand the underlying causes of slower growth and 
higher unemployment after 1973, West Germany heeded the advice of 
foreign governments and tried to artificially strengthen and prolong the 
cyclical recovery that had started in 1975. West Germany embarked on an 
expansionary monetary policy from late 1977 onwards and a discretionary 
fiscal stimulus after the Bonn world economic summit of July 1978. 

The timing of the combined monetary-fiscal stimulus of the late 1970s could 
hardly have been worse. It retarded the overdue return to wage moderation. 
From 1974 to 1980, wage costs still increased at an annual average rate of 
6.3%. Beyond a brief and minor acceleration of real GDP growth to 4.2% in 
1979 after 3.1% in 1978, the results were rising inflation even before the 
second oil shock and high budget deficits at the time of a cyclical peak. West 
Germany was ill equipped for the severe slump of the early 1980s, triggered 
by a sharp U-turn in monetary policy in 1979 and the second oil shock.  

From 1982 onwards, West Germany started to correct the post-1968 mistakes. 
Under the impact of mass unemployment, wage rises moderated to an annual 
average of 3.3% in the 1980s. Following a return to fiscal prudence and some 
initial modest reforms after taking office in 1982, a new conservative-liberal 
government introduced cut health-care and pension entitlements and 
marginal income tax rates in the late 1980s. By the end of the 1980s, falling 
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real unit labour costs, lower oil prices and some service market deregulation 
had raised the return on capital back to levels not seen since the early 1970s.  

Supported by a new investment dynamic, the labour market started to 
stabilise in the late 1980s. Although the 7.5% unemployment rate of late 1989 
was far above the previous cyclical trough of 3.8% in 1979/1980, it had at 
least come down noticeably from a 9.3% peak in 1985. The market was 
soaking up a fair number of unemployed and most of the ethnic German 
immigrants that were flooding in from Eastern Europe where the totalitarian 
Soviet grip on power had started to crumble. The influx of skilled and 
motivated immigrants added an element of flexibility to an otherwise fairly 
rigid labour market. 

The only fly in the ointment seemed to be that, once again in line with advice 
from its partners abroad, West Germany had relaxed its monetary policy 
(1987) and its fiscal reins (1988/89) at what turned out to be exactly the 
wrong time. The stimulus added further momentum to a strong cyclical 
upswing that was unfolding anyway at the end of the 1980s. The stimulus left 
a legacy of unwarranted government spending and prepared the ground for 
a new round of excessive wage increases. But by and large, the West German 
economy seemed to be getting back into decent shape when a peaceful 
revolution brought down the Berlin Wall on 9 November 1989. 

 

German unification: a fabulous party – with a hangover  
The peaceful reunification of Germany in 1990 was more than the most 
joyful event in the country’s history for more than 100 years. Overcoming the 
deadly division of Berlin, Germany and Europe into western and eastern 
halves, re-uniting Germany in peace and prosperity while solidly anchoring 
it in the European Union and the Western military alliance NATO was a 
political masterstroke. While policy makers skilfully used a window of 
opportunity between the fall of the Berlin wall in late 1989 and the break-up 
of the Soviet Union in late 1991, economics took a back seat. Rightly so. But 
the chosen path to unification did come at a price. 

After 42 years as a separate political and economic entity molded in the 
Stalinist way, East Germany rejoined the Western part of the country in 1990. 
The two parts were rather different. While East Germany had about one 
quarter of the population of the West, it added merely 8.4% to West German 
GDP. When West Germany extended its currency and its economic order to 
East Germany on 1 July 1990, the East German economy descended into what 
is probably the gravest economic slump ever to befall an advanced industrial 
economy in peacetime. Industrial output in the East fell by more than two 
thirds within less than a year.  

Productivity in East Germany had been far below the West German level. 
Before unification, the value of the East German currency, measured in terms 
of average Ostmark costs to earn 1 DM in exports, had stood at 0.23 DM. The 
1:1 conversion rate from the old East German currency (Ostmark) into the 
West German DM for wages and other recurrent payments thus boosted the 
external value of East German wages more than fourfold by the stroke of a 
pen. Even worse, East German wages continued to rise rapidly thereafter 
despite surging unemployment. Relying on political promises of Western 
subsidies and unopposed by any effective owner of the productive assets, 
workers in East Germany’s almost exclusively state-owned firms de facto 
granted themselves the DM wages they thought they were entitled to after 
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decades of communist misery. By early 1991, East German wages were 
roughly eight times above those in the neighbouring Czech lands although 
East German industry had little apparent productivity advantage over its 
southern neighbour. 

The explosion in wage costs rendered most of the existing factories 
uncompetitive. Transfers from the West had to fill the gap between rising 
consumption and plunging production in the East. Heavy expenditure to 
rebuild East Germany’s dilapidated infrastructure virtually from scratch 
added to the transfer burden. In the first five years after unification, transfers 
to the East amounted to roughly 6% of West German GDP per year, falling 
gradually thereafter to an estimated 3% in the late 2000s. 

The flip-side of the huge gap between East German production and 
absorption was the region’s hunger for imports from the West. West German 
producers experienced the East German spending spree as a demand 
stimulus of unprecedented proportions. The party was nice while it lasted. 
But once again, the demand stimulus served to artificially prolong an 
economic upswing, even more so than the much milder stimuli had done in 
the early and late 1970s and the late 1980s. Once again, the overshooting of 
wages that is a typical by-product of a cyclical boom went on too long and 
went much too far. Real wages in West Germany’s producing sector, deflated 
by producer prices ex energy, surged by 23% between early 1989 and early 
1993. 

Short of an ever-rising public debt burden, the only way to finance the 
massive public transfers from West to East would have been to cut West 
German living standards correspondingly through higher taxes and lower 
welfare entitlements. As West German workers initially managed to push 
through higher real wages instead, company profits were squeezed viciously 
once the cyclical boom turned to bust. Higher payroll taxes to finance some of 
the social transfers to the East added to the problem. Half of German payroll 
taxes have to be borne by employers. Resisting the inevitable decline in their 
living standards to pay for unification, West German workers gradually 
priced themselves out of a job once the initial post-unification boom had 
ended.  
 
Table 3: Wages, productivity and labour costs 1989-2010 

1989-1993 1993-2002 2002-2010
Producing sector
Wages 7.5 3.4 1.9
Productivity 2.6 3.6 2
Prices 1.3 0.9 1.1
Real labour costs 3.5 -1.1 -1.2

2.0

1989-1993 1993-2002 2002-2010
Producing sector
Wages 7.5 3.4 1.9
Productivity 2.6 3.6 2
Prices 1.3 0.9 1.1
Real labour costs 3.5 -1.1 -1.2

2.0

 
Average annual rates of change in %, producing sector, prices = producer prices excluding petrol products. 
Source: Sachverständigenrat, Bundesbank, own estimates 
 
 
Table 3 shows the dramatic rise in wage costs in Germany’s producing sector 
1989-1993. Unlike much of the domestic economy, Germany’s producing 
sector is exposed directly and fully to external competition. It is also the 
sector in which companies find it easy to react to excessive wage costs by 
relocating jobs abroad. For this sector, the squeeze between surging wages 
and almost stagnant prices was devastating. Note that the table misses much 
of the initial wage increase in East Germany as the data switch from West 
Germany to pan-Germany only in 1992.  
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The problem was complicated by a major divergence between producer and 
consumer prices. While producers of goods could raise their prices merely by 
an average of 1.3% per year from 1989 to 1993, consumer prices surged by 4% 
per year as the artificial stimulus to demand lifted prices for non-tradable 
services. The rise in the real wage for German workers, adjusted for 
consumer prices, was thus far smaller than the surge in real wage costs for 
German manufacturers, adjusted for producer prices.   

Taking advantage of new opportunities for an increased division of labour is 
usually healthy even if it goes along with some temporary shedding of 
domestic jobs. But for Germany, the process went much too far in the 1990s. 
Amid an accelerating process of globalisation, almost all other European 
countries as well as the US managed to reduce their unemployment on trend 
after the 1992 recession (Charts 7 and 8). However, German unemployment 
continued to scale to new highs as German companies flocked in droves to 
post-communist Europe ad East Asia to build factories there.  

 
 
Chart 7:  Unemployment: Germany, Eurozone  Chart 8:  Unemployment: Germany, UK, US 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Eurostat; own estimates 
Unemployment rate in % of labour force. Germany and Eurozone excluding Germany; internationally comparable definition of 
unemployment (ILO), which differs from the national definition used in Charts 1 and 3.  2010 data are estimates based on Eurostat data for 
January-July.  
 
 
 
Unfortunately, first political attempts to correct the problem yielded little 
result. From 1995 onwards, the opposition dominated upper house of 
parliament vetoed almost all attempts by Chancellor Kohl’s conservative-
liberal government to cut welfare entitlements and to boost productivity 
trends through labour market and other reforms. When a new red-green 
government under Chancellor Schröder took power in 1998, some of its first 
initiatives (such as rescinding the modest cuts in pension and health-care 
entitlements and a small labour market reform which Kohl had managed to 
pass) made matters worse. 

By the late 1990s, Germany had become the “sick man of Europe” (a term we 
had coined in 1998), stuck with mounting unemployment and a dismal trend 
rate of GDP growth of no more than 1.5%. 
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The 2003-2007 turnaround: austerity with a purpose 
When unemployment climbed to new post-war highs in the wake of the 
2001/2002 recession, the country realised it had a fundamental problem. In 
retrospect, the various and somewhat disparate changes in the years 
thereafter added up to a thorough overhaul of Germany’s body economic. 

 As unemployment soared, employers gained the upper hand in 
negotiations with trade unions. Using the all-too-credible threat of 
relocating jobs to less costly climes, employers imposed a long period 
of wage moderation and achieved a significant relaxation of 
restrictive working practices on the shopfloor. From 2000 to 2008 (to 
compare two cyclical peaks), hourly wage costs in Germany rose 
merely a cumulative 12%, barely ahead of the 11% increase in labour 
productivity per hour during that period. As a result, companies 
could use almost the entire 9% rise in the value added deflator (or the 
14% rise in non-petrol producer prices in the case of manufacturing) 
to rebuild their finances. 

 Forced into compromises with the conservative majority in the upper 
house of parliament, the red-green government enacted a series of 
sweeping cuts in welfare, unemployment, pension and healthcare 
entitlements between 2003 and 2005. 

 Labour market reforms and some further liberalisation of the service 
sector made it much easier to create temporary and part-time jobs, 
mostly in services.  

 Returning to previous notions of limited government and public 
prudence, the government restrained spending and cut marginal 
income tax rates. As a result, the share of general government 
spending in GDP fell from 48.1% in 1998 to 43.6% in 2008 while the 
ratio of revenues to GDP declined from 45.9% to 43.8% at the same 
time. Germany even ended up with a balanced budget. 

De facto, companies and government finally forced German workers and 
consumers to bear the burden of supporting East Germany and to correct the 
post-unification surge in wage and non-wage labour costs. For most 
Germans, austerity was tough. While consumers in the US, the UK, Spain and 
many other places threw a party fuelled by rising house prices and mortgage 
debt, German real private consumption virtually stagnated after 2001.  

The painful cure drew heavy criticism from more spendthrift countries 
abroad. However, it served its major purpose. The mix of serious structural 
reforms, lower unemployment benefits and wage moderation turned the 
labour market around over time. After surging to a post-war record of 5 
million in early 2005 (inflated somewhat by a change in statistics which 
added about 250k able-bodied welfare recipients to the official jobless count 
in early 2005), registered unemployment fell to 3.2 million in the autumn of 
2008. For the first time since 1970, the number of jobless had thus declined to 
well below the previous cyclical trough (of 3.8 million in mid-2001).  

The almost miraculously modest increase in unemployment by a mere 300k 
to 3.5 million in the wake of the post-Lehman recession in early 2009 confirms 
the much improved health of the German labour market. A special subsidy to 
keep underemployed workers on the payroll (“Kurzarbeit”) helped, probably 
to the tune of preventing some 400k dismissals. However, the trend rise in 
part-time employment in services and the unusual readiness of employers in 
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hard-hit manufacturing to hang on to their valuable core workers throughout 
the recession played the major role in keeping the overall number of 
unemployed down.  

By September 2010, close to 90% of workers who had been put on reduced 
hours during the recession were back to normal working hours. Although the 
jobless data were thus no longer affected significantly by the “Kurzarbeit” 
scheme, the overall number of unemployed had fallen to 3.15 million in 
September 2010, already below its previous trough of 3.2 million in the 
autumn of 2008. 

Thanks to its stronger labour market, Germany also managed to contain the 
fiscal hit from the post-Lehman recession. After roughly balanced budgets in 
2007 and 2008, the German fiscal shortfall is probably peaking at 4% of GDP 
in 2010, less than half the general government deficits of 10% and 11% which 
the International Monetary Fund projected for the UK and the US, 
respectively in its October 2010 World Economic Outlook. 

 

Charts 9 and 10: General government deficits 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
General government balance in % of GDP. German Treuhand deficit spread over 1991-1995 period. Source: OECD Economic Outlook May 
2010; IMF World Economic Outlook October 2010; own estimates for Germany and the Eurozone for 2010-11.  
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IV. German outlook: a last golden decade… 

 
Germany is an open economy with a heavy focus on selling cars, machinery 
and other capital goods around the world. Because demand for these goods is 
highly cyclical, the short-term outlook for Germany tends to be a slightly 
leveraged play on the global business and investment cycle. If Asia (22% of 
German exports) and the US (10% of German exports) slow down, Germany 
will lose at least as much momentum as its trading partners.  

But beyond the short-term ups and downs of the cycle, we see a number of 
reasons to expect German growth to fluctuate around a comparatively strong 
trend over years to come.  

 Germany has created conditions that allow it to make much better 
use of its major resource, its highly skilled workforce, than in the 
three decades before. Structural reforms and wage restraint unfold 
their full impact on the labour market only over time. Germany still 
has to reap many of the benefits of its post-2002 wave of austerity 
and reforms.  

 While Germany’s hourly unit labour costs rose merely by a total 
1.4% from 2000 to 2008 (to compare two cyclical peaks), its GDP 
deflator advanced by a cumulative 9.7%. This left ample room for an 
increase in corporate profits from 14.8% to 20.9% of GDP at the same 
time. German companies have the means to invest, and good reason 
to do so at home. 

 Germany’s employment ratio already increased from 72.1% to 75.8% 
while registered unemployment dropped from 3.9 to 3.3 million from 
2000 to 2008. The gain in measured labour cost competitiveness thus 
reflects a genuine underlying improvement rather than a slashing of 
the least productive jobs. To the contrary, as German managed to 
reduce unemployment among the less productive parts of its 
workforce during this period, the measured gains in labour 
productivity and competitiveness probably understate the 
underlying improvement. Germany’s recent success at creating more 
jobs for its less skilled workers is one of the reasons why average 
labour productivity advanced only by 0.8% per year from 2002 to 
2010. 

 Global surveys confirm that Germany has become an attractive 
place to do business and create jobs. In the World Economic 
Forum’s competitiveness ranking, it has moved up from #17 in 2001 
to #5 out of 139 countries in 2010. 

 The weakness in domestic demand 2002-2007 and the surge of the 
euro exchange rate in 2007-2009 have forced German companies to 
shape up even further. Having learned to cope with a euro-dollar 
exchange rate of 1.50, Germany’s ruthlessly efficient export 
companies can look forward to windfall gains from an exchange rate 
closer to 1.35, especially if a trend revaluation of the Chinese 
renmimbi versus the US dollar prevents any overvaluation of the 
euro against major Asian currencies. 

 German households do not have to digest the fall-out from a burst 
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real estate bubble.  

 Germany has much less need for fiscal austerity as it enjoys a more 
comfortable fiscal starting situation than almost any other major 
Western country. For Germany in 2010, we estimate a cyclically-
adjusted general government deficit of no more than 2.5% of GDP 
versus an OECD average of roughly 6%. 

 As the labour market strengthens further, German wage dynamics 
can return to normal after a period of unusual if necessary restraint. 
Contrary to some rumours, German consumers are fully capable of 
spending more when times are good, as they did in 1990-91 and, 
briefly, in 2000. With less need to worry about unemployment or 
about further cuts in pension and welfare entitlements than before, 
Germany’s private savings rate could well decline from 11.5% in 
early 2010 back to the 9.5% rate of 1999 over the coming 10 years. 

We expect German real GDP to expand at an average annual rate of at least 
1.75% this decade. While by no means spectacular, it would be well beyond 
the 1.25% average rate of 1994-2010 period (using the first years after a deep 
recession as the base for comparison). For Germany as a mature country with 
a workforce that is declining by 0.3% per year, a 1.75% average rate of overall 
GDP growth would be not bad at all. 

 

…followed by genteel decline? 
Germany can reap the benefits of its recent austerity and reforms for up to a 
full decade. However, the underlying reform momentum has virtually come 
to a halt already. Instead, the slow-moving political pendulum seems to be 
swinging the other way. As a result, Germany may slip back into genteel 
decline some ten years from now. Because its working-age population is 
shrinking anyway, the current golden years may well be the Germany’s 
swan song before it loses its erstwhile economic might for good. 

Since coming to power in 2005, Germany’s conservative Chancellor Merkel 
has presided over a most competent macroeconomic policy. In retrospect, 
the modest and well-targeted fiscal response to the post-Lehman recession 
looks like a stroke of genius. Subsidising companies to keep underemployed 
workers on the job helped to avoid the economic and social costs of mass 
dismissals. The combination of some permanent tax cuts in 2009/2010 worth 
about 1% of GDP with a constitutional amendment to bring the budget back 
to almost balance by 2016 added to domestic demand while successfully 
addressing long-term credibility concerns at the same time.  

But Merkel’s microeconomic reform record is more mixed. On the positive 
side, Germany will gradually raise the standard retirement age from 65 to 67 
years from 2012 onwards. For a while, this will offset those pressures on the 
pension and health-care system that stem from the fact that Germans, like 
people elsewhere, are fortunate to live longer. 

On the negative side, labour market reforms have started to go into reverse 
already. As aggregate unemployment declines, the key task for Germany will 
be to integrate the problem segments of the workforce back into the labour 
market. These are mostly the unskilled and the long-term unemployed whom 
employers do not expect to be productive enough to earn high wages.  
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Labour market reforms and initiatives to allow and encourage the emergence 
of a low-wage sector yielded vast benefits in the years after 2005, visible in 
the sharp rise in part-time and temporary employment in the service sector. 
Services tend to offer more opportunities for semi-skilled people than 
manufacturing. But policy has already begun to constrain the legal leeway for 
such low-wage employment by introducing a series of sectoral minimum 
wages. Instead of giving people a chance to upgrade their skills on the job, 
and to subsidise them through Germany’s de facto negative income tax 
(“Aufstocker”) if need be, mandatory minimum wages could eventually price 
a growing segment of the population out of a job again. If so, the economic 
and social costs of such unemployment could become a bigger drain on the 
overall economy again over time. 

For political reasons, the prospect for further supply-side reforms looks bleak 
while the risk of further slippage is rising. As the economy improves, the 
perceived need for further reforms seems to recede. More fundamentally, the 
political logic points to slippage rather than reforms.  

On paper, the current conservative-liberal coalition which re-elected Merkel 
to a second four-year term in late 2009 is the most reform-friendly 
combination of political forces that could be in charge of Germany. The fact 
that this government has come up with few significant supply-side reform 
projects speaks volumes about the reform prospects.  

More importantly, Merkel’s government has largely lost its ability to get 
supply-side reforms through parliament. Many German laws, notably those 
that impact major taxes and social benefits, need to be approved by both 
houses of parliament. Merkel’s coalition has a clear majority in the standard 
national chamber (Bundestag). But she lost her majority in the second chamber 
representing Germany’s 16 state governments (Bundesrat) after the state 
election in North Rhine-Westphalia in May 2010. 

German state elections are spread over time. Voters often use them to vent 
any mid-term frustration at the national government. Whoever governs in 
Berlin tends to lose votes at state elections thereafter. One of the most reliable 
features of German politics is that, over time, the second chamber typically 
turns into a strong bastion of the opposition until – eventually – this 
opposition wins a national election and the parties ousted from power in 
Berlin can start their own long recovery by gradually rebuilding their 
position in the second chamber first.  

Whether or not Merkel and her conservative-liberal coalition are re-elected in 
2013, German political dynamics suggest that the parties backing her may not 
regain a majority in the upper house of parliament. In addition, a desire to 
limit vote losses at state elections could further nudge her government 
towards some of the anti-reform proposals of the centre-left opposition. 

Having diverging majorities in the two houses of parliament is not unusual 
for Germany. It need not even impede reforms. In fact, the sweeping labour 
market and welfare reforms of 2003-2005 were designed and passed jointly 
by a centre-left government in Berlin and an upper house where Merkel’s 
conservatives had established a comfortable majority at the time.  

Consensus politics can work in Germany if the need for change is obvious. 
That had been the case when unemployment and the public deficit surged 
early last decade. In the mid-1990s, however, when Germany was gradually 
turning into the sick man of Europe but had not yet fallen far enough behind 
its neighbours to truly alarm the entire political elite, a stalemate between the 
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two chambers of parliament had derailed early attempts to cope with the 
costs of unification. 

If we are right that Germany, reaping the rewards of its earlier austerity, is 
now heading for a golden decade, the conditions needed for a national 
consensus for further supply-enhancing reforms will hardly emerge in 
coming years. The comparatively comfortable labour market and fiscal 
position will probably encourage some government largesse instead. Over 
time, this could gradually make it less attractive again for companies to 
invest and create jobs in Germany.  

Judging by the way in which the current opposition Social Democrats are 
moving away from the labour market and pensions reforms they had once 
championed themselves between 2003 and 2007, a potential change in 
government from the centre-right to the centre-left in 2014 or 2018 would 
probably lead to some further and faster reversal of the reforms of the last 
decade. 

One way or the other, Germany’s political pendulum may well swing against 
further growth-enhancing reforms in coming years. If reform reversals 
gradually take their toll in Germany’s aging society, a return to genteel 
decline in the 2020s is a credible long-term scenario after a golden decade 
now.  

We do not expect a sudden and wholesale reversal of previous reforms in 
coming years. Instead, we project a series of small steps: a further sectoral 
minimum wage here, some increase in welfare benefits there, some little extra 
administrative burden placed on companies etc. Of course, the pace of such 
changes and the impact such changes may have on the balance between 
productivity and labour costs is difficult to predict. As a result, we cannot 
really gauge whether the swing in the political pendulum will put an end to 
what we call Germany’s golden decade in 10 years, or perhaps earlier or later. 
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V. Understanding German policy 

 
Germany’s approach to macroeconomic management often confounds 
outsiders. The peculiar German penchant for public and private prudence 
and a strong exchange rate is well rooted in a widespread German perception 
of its economic history and its current position. 

Most observers know that the de facto government defaults of 1923 
(hyperinflation) and 1948 (currency reform with a devaluation of monetary 
assets by a factor of 10) are still well preserved in German folk memory. After 
surges in fiscal deficits (to finance two world wars and the subsequent costs 
of occupation), the monetary savings of Germans had twice been wiped out 
almost completely.[1]  

Few observers appreciate that Germany’s more recent experiences, far from 
letting German über-prudence mellow with time, may well have hardened 
these peculiar German convictions. When consumers in many other Western 
countries were enjoying a debt-fuelled party while the miserly Germans went 
through painful austerity from 2003 to 2007, suggestions that Germany might 
be the one clinging to a mistaken policy probably had some superficial 
plausibility. But since the collapse of US subprime mortgages and its horrid 
aftermath, this is no longer the case. The boom-bust cycles in US and UK 
real estate markets, coupled with surging private debt during the boom and 
escalating public deficits during the bust years thereafter, have done little 
to make Anglo-American notions of economic management more 
convincing to Germans, to put it very mildly.  

The European debt crisis of 2010 – which forced spendthrift countries on the 
Eurozone periphery to ask for help – also forced Germany to bend some of its 
almost sacro-sanct principles. Germany had to accept that the “no bail-out” 
clause of the European Stability and Growth Pact as well as the “no 
monetising of government debt” clause of the statutes of the European 
Central Bank had to be interpreted in a somewhat innovative way. The 
Eurozone has offered conditional help for its weaker members, the European 
Central Bank is buying government bonds from its beleaguered member 
countries. But if anything, the need to react pragmatically in an acute crisis 
has probably strengthened the German presumption that strict prudence is 
the best way to forestall such crises in the future. 

Over the decades, Germany itself repeatedly toyed with demand 
management. But the German experience has been that deficit spending and 
attempts to artificially hasten or prolong an economic upswing have tended 
to make matters worse in the end, usually leaving a legacy of excessive fiscal 
deficits and inflated labour costs that had to be painfully corrected thereafter. 

Whenever German policy makers heeded external advice on macroeconomic 
management, as they did in the late 1970s and 1980s, they bitterly regretted it 
shortly thereafter. Only when Germany followed its own priorities, as it did 
with a small but well-targeted programme in the exceptional post-Lehman 
recession, did policy makers perceive the results to have been worth the costs. 
Post-Lehman, this was more a micro- rather than a macroeconomic policy 
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[1] German currency union of 1990, when East Germans had to exchange part of their soft Ostmark assets into hard DM assets at what they 
regarded as un unfavourable conversion rate of 2:1, further strengthened the conviction that misguided government policies tend to debase 
the value of money. 
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response anyway.  

German policy makers have watched Japan inflate its economy and markets 
far too much in the late 1980s in line with the prevailing global macro 
wisdom at the time, and the devastating boom-bust cycle that followed right 
thereafter. They remember the long-term problems caused by the inadvertent 
fiscal stimulus upon German unification. The lesson they have learned is to 
avoid such policies even if they may look attractive in the short run.  

Since 1961, German industry has had to live with a frequent appreciation of 
Germany’s currency. Industry is used to it. Most Germans celebrate a strong 
currency as a means to keep down prices at home and to enhance their own 
purchasing power while on vacation abroad. For better or worse, few 
Germans seem to see a strong exchange rate as a threat to their job. When 
Germans say that they want a strong currency, they usually mean it. 
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VI. The European dimension 

 

Still the master of its own fate 
So far, we have narrated the German story with only scant references to 
Europe. This may seem surprising. After all, Germany is heavily exposed to 
the European and global economy. Germany even ditched its beloved 
currency, the DM, for the hybrid euro in 1999.  

Of course, Europe is hugely important for Germany. But the German 
experience shows that, even within a common market and a common 
currency, German policy makers as well as its companies and workers have 
remained the masters of their own fate. It was within the strictures of Europe 
that Germany managed to turn itself around, from the “sick man of Europe” 
less than ten years ago to apparent new vigour now. The policies that 
ultimately determine to which extent Germany utilises its key resource, its 
labour force, are largely domestic. This still holds in a world in which the 
simple business cycle is indeed driven mostly by global factors.   

 
The euro: not much of a revolution for Germany 
For Germany, the switch from the DM to the euro was not much of an 
economic revolution. At the start of 1999, the power to set interest rates 
shifted from one central bank in Frankfurt to another one based right there. In 
the negotiations before, Germany had seen to it that the European Central 
Bank was designed to follow “best practice” monetary policy in Europe, 
namely that of the German Bundesbank. In the almost 12 years since the start 
of monetary union, the ECB has kept average German consumer price 
inflation at a mere 1.5%. Even by Bundesbank standards, that is an 
impressive degree of price stability, well below the 2.9% average which the 
German central bank had delivered in the 48 years before. 

Before monetary union, Germany had already been the anchor of an 
expanding zone of exchange rate stability. Austria and the Netherlands had 
tied their currencies closely to the DM since the early 1980s, France followed 
suit with a “franc fort” policy in the late 1980s after a disastrous bout of 
devaluations before. Since the mid-1990s, even Italy, Spain and other 
candidates had successfully pegged their exchange rate to the DM. In this 
sense, monetary union simply formalised what had been a growing zone of 
exchange rate stability around the DM before.  

The switch from the DM zone to the euro made a much bigger difference to 
the peripheral countries. By abandoning their currencies and thus the option 
to devalue, the periphery de facto imported the credibility of the 
Bundesbank, delegating their monetary policy to a bank that was designed 
like the Bundesbank and has behaved accordingly so far. Unfortunately, 
many peripheral countries squandered the opportunity. They used the sharp 
decline in their risk premia and interest rates more for a private borrowing 
binge than for a sustained cut in public debt.  
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Divergence – or convergence? 
The discussion about the nature and impact of monetary union often focuses 
on the divergences between its member countries. Up to a point, that makes 
sense. However, much of the debate neglects the convergence that has 
happened within the monetary union.  

Yes, rates of GDP growth and inflation have diverged systematically within 
monetary union, with Spain and many other peripheral countries typically 
ahead of Germany on both counts. But as a more advanced country, Germany 
had a higher level of per-capita GDP and prices to start with. Much of the 
observed divergence of growth rates simply reflects the fact that Spain and 
some others have managed to catch up. In 1996, that is just ahead of serious 
pre-EMU convergence, Germany had been ahead of Spain by 38% in terms of 
their per capita GDP. By 2009, the lead has shrunken to 12%. Unsurprisingly, 
the convergence process went too fast in some cases. Spain (and Ireland) now 
suffer the hangover from an overly boisterous catch-up party. Even with little 
GDP growth in post-bubble Spain in 2010 and 2011 and a strong recovery in 
Germany, we estimate that Germany’s advantage in living standards over 
Spain will merely expand to 16% again (Chart 11).  

Chart 11: Mind the narrower gap: GDP per-capita within the Eurozone 
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Source:Eurostat, own estimates for 2010-11 
Purchasing power of per-capita GDP relative to Eurozone average, Euro average = 1.  
 
Following the convergence of monetary policy and the partial convergence 
of GDP and price levels, some convergence of fiscal policy seems to be 
next. The return of sovereign risk premia and the conditions which Germany 
attaches to any promise of assistance leave the peripheral countries little 
choice but to subscribe much more to German ideas of prudence than before.  

Supporters of monetary union such as German chancellor Kohl had seen 
monetary union as a stepping stone towards structural reforms and deeper 
political integration. His vision is well and alive. His bet was that tensions 
between the different degrees of monetary, fiscal and political convergence 
would ultimately beget a wave of follow-up reforms in those fields where 
convergence was lagging behind. This seems to be happening now. 

Crises are handmaidens of change. The wave of structural reforms (such as 
the labour market reforms in Spain and Greece and the pension reforms in 
France and Greece) as well as the moves towards a tighter fiscal straitjacket 
for profligate Euro members promise to deliver a Eurozone which is more 
coherent and in better shape than before.  
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VII. The current account discussion 

 
Strength or weakness? 
For most of the last 60 years, Germany has run a sizeable current account 
surplus, averaging 1.6% of its GDP in the four decades to 2010. On trend, 
Germans absorb less than they produce. By definition, the mirror image of 
the current account surpluses are offsetting capital exports. Germans invest 
less at home than they save, choosing to put some of their savings to work 
abroad. 

For an aging country with a declining population, exporting capital makes 
perfect sense. With fewer domestic taxpayers around in the future, Germans 
cannot rely on their own government and their current pay-as-you-go 
pension and health-care systems to adequately provide for them in the future. 
In addition, a shrinking population suggests that Germans – unlike savers in 
countries with a rising number of inhabitants – cannot expect an increase in 
real house prices at home to lift their wealth over time. In real terms, average 
German house prices have declined by 15-20% since the mid-1990s despite 
pockets of strength around some fashionable cities such as Munich. Falling 
real house prices add to the need to invest savings abroad rather than at 
home. 

Current account surpluses are usually seen as a sign of strength. To some 
extent, that is correct. They do reflect the prowess and efficiency of 
Germany’s export-oriented manufacturing companies. But for the country as 
a whole, large-scale capital exports can also be a symptom of weakness. 
Suppose that (i) consumers, scared by rising unemployment and falling 
house prices, decide to raise their savings and invest the money abroad and 
that (ii) companies, facing excessive regulations and labour costs at home, 
want to relocate jobs abroad. The result would be a major net export of 
capital, that is a current account surplus. In our view, this captures some 
aspects of the German situation in the years right after the 2001 recession 
when German unemployment and the current account surpluses were jointly 
heading towards new records. The labour market, that is the degree to 
which Germany gives its people the chance to work as they want, is a much 
better gauge of the country’s economic health than the export successes of 
its manufacturing companies. 
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Chart 12: Germany’s current account balance 
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Germany’s current account balance has fluctuated heavily over the decades. 
Germans do not harbour fond memories of the occasional periods of external 
deficits, notably 1979-1981 and 1991-2000. In both cases, the deficits were the 
results of policy mistakes and preludes to major recessions and painful 
domestic adjustments right thereafter. In retrospect, German policy makers 
believe that they got their policy mix wrong when they allowed the current 
account to slip into deficit.  

Of course, the surge in Germany’s current account surplus from nil in 2001 to 
an all-time peak of 7.6% in 2007 was exceptional. While consumers elsewhere 
were enjoying a debt-fuelled spending spree, Germans had to go on an austere 
diet to arrest and then reverse the drain of jobs to more profitable climes 
abroad. Arguably, the timing of Germany’s drive to correct its post-unification 
problems was not all that bad from an international angle. Just imagine how 
the international commentariat would have reacted if Germany had delayed 
the start of its inevitable domestic adjustment from 2002 to 2009 - and would 
now be forced to cut wage costs and public spending at a time when other 
countries of the Western world are coping with the fall-out from the bursting 
of their real estate bubbles. 

German austerity had achieved its purpose of turning the labour market 
around decisively by the end of 2007. The belt-tightening was already coming 
to an end before Lehman struck in September 2008. In the post-Lehman 
recession, Germany bore a heavy adjustment burden. Within three quarters, 
from 2Q 2008 to 1Q 2009, a plunge in net exports subtracted 3.8% from 
German GDP. Net exports have recovered somewhat since then as the 
rebound in exports initially outpaced the rise in imports, which had fallen by 
much less in the crisis. However, net exports are not the major driver of 
Germany’s post-crisis rebound. In 2Q 2010, German domestic demand 
already exceeded the pre-Lehman level (the 1H 2008 average) by 0.3%. Due to 
a much reduced export surplus, however, overall GDP was still 2.4% below its 
pre-recession level. 

Analysing German consumption can be as dull as watching paint dry. 
Consumer spending has not changed much in eight years. Following a slight 
dip in late 2009, private consumption was virtually back to its pre-Lehman 
level in 2Q 2010 (-0.1% on the 2H 2008 average). But the very fact that German 
private consumption has held almost steady throughout the country’s worst 
recession in more than 60 years speaks volumes about the improving 
underlying trend. Consumption has done better in Germany than in many 
other countries where governments had resorted to much more post-Lehman 
deficit spending. With growing employment, rising wages and a likely 
positive confidence effect stemming from an improving fiscal outlook, German 
consumers may well keep their purses less tightly shut in coming years. 

Even for Germany’s prudent consumers, the 2003-2007 austerity was 
exceptional. The pronounced private and public austerity has served its 
purpose. It is no longer needed. As German spending patterns return to 
normal, Germany’s current account balance is likely on trend to get back to its 
long-term average of slightly below 2% of GDP. 

Trying to hasten this process by deliberate policy action, as many outside 
observers seem to recommend, could be dangerous. In response to an 
improving labour market, wage inflation is picking up already. German 
experience (early 1970s, late 1970s, late 1980s, unification boom of 1990/1991) 
has shown time and again that artificial macroeconomic stimuli tend to 
encourage trade unions to push for higher wages than the labour market can 
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bear once the stimulus runs out.  

Remember one of our key themes: Germany combines a ruthlessly efficient 
manufacturing sector with a still-rigid labour market. If domestic cost 
pressures get out of hand, German companies can export jobs as fast as they 
export the machines to equip the new plants abroad if costs at home rise too 
much. However, it takes the labour market a painfully long time to correct 
mistakes. By encouraging more wage inflation, any artificial stimulus now 
would probably shorten the golden period in which Germany can reap the 
benefits of its previous adjustment. Too much wage inflation now, creating the 
need for a protracted painful adjustment amid a trend rise in unemployment 
later on, could push the country back into genteel decline even earlier than 
otherwise. 

Germany remains the single biggest economy in Europe and the most 
important trading partner for almost all other European countries. If Germany 
manages to better utilise its own potential, that is its labour force, the resulting 
strength of supply and demand should ultimately be good, not bad, for its 
neighbours. A shopkeeper may briefly rejoice if her major customer throws all 
caution overboard and buys more than he can afford. But for the long-term 
outlook, it would be much better to have a customer who stays solvent over 
time. A premature return to German labour market misery cannot be good for 
its European partners or the world at large. 

 
Beggar thy neighbour? 
Germany’s current account surpluses, and Germany’s successful attempt to 
turn its labour market around through austerity and reforms, is sometimes 
criticised as a “beggar-thy-neighbour” strategy. By undercutting its 
competitors, Germany has taken market share away from them, or so the 
claim goes.  
Of course, this has some superficial plausibility. Every worker, every firm and 
every country that upgrades its skills and utilises its potential better than 
before is a more formidable competitor for others. But does that mean we 
should all dumb down so that somebody else, and not we ourselves, get ahead 
in life? 
To understand why the “beggar-thy-neighbour” claim is misleading, consider 
the alternative first. For almost four decades from 1967 to 2005, Germany 
suffered a trend increase in unemployment, which scaled new highs from 
recession to recession. To blame this on a persistent lack of aggregate demand, 
which could have been cured by ever more deficit spending, defies belief. It 
would also stretch the usual time horizon of Keynesian demand-management 
economics quite a bit, to put it mildly.  
If Germany had not broken this dismal labour market trend, that is if German 
unemployment had surged from 5 million in early 2005 to a new peak of, say, 
6 million in late 2009 in the wake of the worst global recession in 60 years, 
would Germany’s neighbours really be better off than they are with a 
Germany where unemployment looks set to fall to 3 million soon? In 2Q 2010, 
German imports from other Eurozone countries were rising at an annual rate 
of 17.4%, ahead of the 16.4% advance in German exports to its neighbours. 
Germany has made it more attractive again to invest and create jobs in the 
country. This is often described as a “real devaluation”. There are indeed 
significant similarities between one key aspect of Germany’s strategy, namely 
its wage restraint, and a currency devaluation. A lower exchange rate shifts 
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the relative price of domestic to foreign value added. A wage cut reduces the 
price of the major component of domestic value added, labour, relative to all 
other domestic and foreign prices including those of foreign value added.  
However, the term “devaluation” evokes a zero-sum game in which the gain 
of one is automatically the loss of others. Germany’s strategy is better 
described as a realignment of relative prices at home, more precisely between 
the marginal return to employing more labour and the marginal cost of labour. 
If relative prices reflect relative scarcities, resources are steered to their best 
possible use. If one country creates conditions allowing its relative prices to 
move closer to market-clearing equilibrium, fine. If others follow and re-adjust 
their relative prices as well, even better.  
A race is a zero-sum game. Only one of us can win. But life is not such a race. 
If all of us get leaner and fitter, we would all be better off.  
If France and Spain made their labour markets more flexible, some French and 
Spanish companies may give their German competitors a harder time for a 
while. But in the end, a Europe which used its resources better than before, 
which has fewer unemployed, fewer outlays for the unemployed and thus 
room for lower taxes, would be a more prosperous place and a more 
promising market for all. 
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VIII. Is demographics destiny? 

 
No discussion of Germany’s long run trends can avoid the thorny issue of 
demographics. Germany’s birth rate has hovered around 1.4 children per 
woman since 1977, far below the 2.1 replacement ratio needed to stabilise the 
home population. Despite some net immigration, Germany’s workforce in the 
age bracket of 20 to 65 years has already fallen from a peak of 51.5 million in 
1996 to 49.7 million in 2008, equivalent to an annual average decline of 0.3%. 
Germany’s statistics office projects a further drop to 43.5 million by 2030 and 
38.7 million by 2050 in its central scenario (see Chart 13). From 2045 onwards, 
pan-Germany may have fewer workers than West Germany had on the eve of 
unification in 1990. 

To some extent, demographics is destiny. Compare Germany to France and 
the UK. France has had more babies than Germany since 2000. With total live 
births of 795k on average in 2008-2009 for France and 792k for the UK, both 
countries are now far ahead of Germany (674k). Eurostat projects that the 
total French population (63 million in 2010) will overtake that of Germany 
(currently 82 million) at some time between 2055 and 2060, with the German 
population falling to 71 million at that time.  The UK (currently 62 million 
people) could surpass Germany in terms of population by 2050 already on 
these projections due to continuing immigration and a fertility rate of 1.9. 

Chart 13: Germany’s working age population 
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German population, age group 20 to under 65 years, in millions; Destatis central scenario estimates from 
2010 onwards. Source: Destatis; Sachverständigenrat 

As long as France and the UK do not get their labour market policies 
completely wrong, their rising workforce will probably let their economies 
expand at a faster pace than that of Germany on trend. Some 40 to 50 years 
from now, the UK and France could replace Germany as the biggest 
economies in Europe, reversing the relative decline of both countries that had 
lasted for roughly 100 years after the mid-1800s.   

But while Germany will probably lag behind the UK and France in terms of 
population dynamics and its average rate of aggregate GDP growth in 
coming decades, Germany’s current dismal demographic outlook may not be 
cast in stone.  
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1) As economists, we are no experts on fertility trends. But we can point 
to some economic reasons for a potential increase in the German birth 
rate. We expect skilled labour to get scarcer in the decade to come. In 
addition, a more flexible economy will likely offer more of the part-
time and/or service jobs that young mothers often seem to want. If 
so, women could soon find themselves in a stronger bargaining 
position in the labour market (and relative to their male partners). 
This stronger position may help them and their partners to achieve a 
better job/family balance. In this case, they may feel encouraged to 
raise their birth rate closer to, say, the norm in Sweden, France and 
the UK of around 2.0 where women already tend to find it easier to 
combine their family and career aspirations. Reducing the unusually 
long time which young Germans spend at university could also help. 

2) Immigration is not a constant. Potential immigrants react to the 
economic opportunities available. If Germany enjoys a comparatively 
solid economic performance, it may well attract more immigrants 
again, as it had in the late 1960s and early 1970s as well as in the late 
1980s and early 1990s. And if Germany chooses its immigrants 
wisely, putting a premium on those with skills usable in the German 
labour market, Germany may improve its record of actually 
integrating its immigrants and their offspring.  

The key theme of this paper is that we need to focus on the degree to which 
Germany manages to utilise its potential. Adverse demographics can still 
leave ample room for higher living standards and even for significant rises in 
aggregate output. Germany has started to streamline its school and university 
system. As a result, young Germans may eventually leave university at 25 
instead of 28 years (versus 23 years in the UK).  

All in all, a move from the current German employment rate of 75% to 80% 
(still below the Swiss rate of 82%) and more opportunities for both the elderly 
and for current part-time workers to work as long as they want could well 
offset a 10% decline in the working age population, equivalent to the entire 
projected shrinkage until 2025. 
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IX. Outlook:  A golden decade – followed by genteel decline?  

 
Germany has turned the corner. After four decades of rising 
unemployment, Germany has got its major problem under control: the 
labour market. While consumers in the US, the UK, Spain and other 
countries enjoyed a debt-fuelled party from 2003 to 2007, Germans tightened 
their belt. Cuts in pension and welfare entitlements, wage restraint and 
labour market reforms including the Hartz laws were painful. But they were 
necessary. They have served their purpose. Germany has finally become a 
good place for companies to invest and create jobs.  

Reaping the rewards of austerity and reforms, Germany can now look 
forward to a golden decade of comparative strength with more growth, less 
unemployment, a healthy budget and more fun for its consumers. Because 
Germany did not have a party, it does not suffer from the hangover that now 
afflicts consumers in the US, the UK, Spain and some other post-bubble 
economies. 

Also, Germany has done much of the necessary fiscal repair work. It still 
needs spending restraint. But its fiscal position is now much better than that 
of almost all other major Western economies. German consumers have no 
need to scale back their debt. They have less reason to worry about cuts in 
pension and welfare entitlements than consumers in many other Western 
countries. After eight years of virtual stagnation, German consumer 
spending can edge up again on trend. 

Of course, we have to add two major caveats to our positive outlook for the 
German economy. 

1. We have discussed the likely growth trend for this decade, not the 
short-term outlook for next year. Germany is an open economy with 
a heavy focus on cars, machinery and other capital goods. Because 
demand for these goods is highly cyclical, the short-term outlook for 
Germany tends to be a slightly leveraged play on the global 
business and investment cycle. If Asia and the US slow down, 
Germany will lose at least as much momentum as its trading 
partners.  Our point is that, beyond the short-term ups and downs of 
the cycle, we see a number of reasons to expect German growth to 
fluctuate around a comparatively strong trend over years. 

2. Success can breed complacency. Germany can now reap the 
benefits of its recent austerity and reforms for up to a decade. As the 
labour market and the fiscal position improve, the political 
awareness that further reforms are needed to preserve the prosperity 
of an aging society in the long term seems to be fading. Instead, the 
slow-moving political pendulum seems to be swinging towards 
reform paralysis or even some reform reversal already. As a result, 
Germany may slip back into genteel decline some ten years from 
now.  

The longer Germany preserves and adds to its recent supply-side gains, the 
longer can its economy expand at a satisfactory pace despite a declining 
workforce. And alas, better employment prospects may even help to nudge 
the birth rate up a little and to attract enough skilled immigrants to 
postpone Germany’s return to genteel decline just a little longer.  

Wage restraint and 
benefit cuts are 
painful… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
…but the rewards of 
prudence are worth it 
 
 
 
 
 
Private debt is under 
control, public debt is 
less of a problem than 
elsewhere 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The short-term cycle 
may still move down for 
a while if the world loses 
momentum 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The biggest risk: a swing 
from reform fatigue to 
reform reversals 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The more Germany 
preserves its reforms, the 
longer the golden period 
can last 
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Disclaimer 
 
Remarks 
Berenberg has made every effort to carefully research all information contained in this report. The 
information on which the report is based has been obtained from sources which we believe to be 
reliable such as, for example, Reuters, Bloomberg and the relevant specialised press. 
Opinions expressed in this report are our current opinions as of the issuing date indicated on this 
document. We do not commit ourselves in advance to whether and in which intervals an update is 
made.  
 
Please note that this report is only for the personal use of Berenberg clients. Do not pass on to third 
parties or make available to third parties. 
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Disclaimer 
This document has been prepared by Berenberg Bank or one of its affiliates (collectively „Berenberg“). 
This document does not claim completeness regarding all the information on the stocks, stock markets 
or developments referred to in it. 
On no account should the document be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring 
information for himself or exercising his own judgements. 
The document has been produced for information purposes for institutional clients or market 
professionals. 
Private customers, into whose possession this document comes, should discuss possible investment 
decisions with their customer service officer as differing views and opinions may exist with regard to 
the stocks or other financial instruments referred to in this document. 
This document is not a solicitation or an offer to buy or sell the mentioned financial instruments. 
The document may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and conclusions underlining 
potential market and company development. These reflect assumptions, which may turn out to be 
incorrect. Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or 
consequential loss or damages of any kind arising out of the use of this document or any part of its 
content. 
Berenberg may act as market-maker or underwrite issues for any securities mentioned in this 
document, derivatives thereon or related financial products or perform or seek to perform capital 
market or underwriting services. 
Berenberg reserves all the rights in this document. No part of the document or its content may be 
rewritten, copied, photocopied or duplicated in any form by any means or redistributed without 
Berenberg’s prior written consent. 
 
 
Remarks regarding foreign investors 
The preparation of this document is subject to regulation by German law. The distribution of this 
document in other jurisdictions may be restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this 
document comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such restrictions. 
 
 
United Kingdom 
This document is meant exclusively for institutional investors and market professionals but not for 
private customers. It is not for distribution to or the use of private investors or private customers. 
 
 
 
Competent supervisory authority 
Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht - BaFin - (Federal Financial Supervisory Authority), 
Graurheindorfer Straße 108, 53117 Bonn and Lurgiallee 12, 60439 Frankfurt am Main, Germany 
 

 
© October 2010 Berenberg 
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